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Genetics of autism spectrum disorder
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Autism is a highly heritable complex neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by distinct impairments
of cognitive function in the field of social interaction and speech development. Different approaches have
been undertaken worldwide to identify susceptibility loci or genes for autism spectrum disorders. No clear
conclusions can be made today about genetic loci involved in these disorders. The review will focus on
relevant results from the last decade of research with emphasis on whole genome screens and association
studies.
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Introduction
The term autism has been made public in the middle of the

last century by Leo Kanner1 and Hans Asperger2 describing

a very specific psychopathology recognized in children. As

then, especially in the last 20 years, a much more

comprehensive view of the autistic symptomatology has

been established. Today a couple of neurodevelopmental

disorders are defined and summarized in the Diagnostic and

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV)3 and Inter-

national Classification of Mental and Behavioral Disorders

(ICD-10)4 under the generic name pervasive developmen-

tal disorder (PDD) or autism spectrum disorder (ASD): (1)

autism or autistic disorder (OMIM 209850), (2) Asperger

syndrome (AS), (3) Rett syndrome (RTT) (OMIM 312750),

(4) childhood disintegrative disorder (CDD) and (5)

pervasive developmental disorder-not otherwise specified

(PDD-NOS) or atypical autism. The three prominent

characteristic areas of malfunction of ASD are (i) impair-

ments in social interaction, (ii) impairments in verbal and

non-verbal communication and (iii) restricted repetitive

and stereotyped patterns of behaviour, interests and

activities. ASD symptoms are recognized typically within

the first 3 years of age with a lifelong persistence.

Diagnostic tools for ASD have been internationally stan-

dardized for reliable diagnoses in view of the worldwide

genetic studies. In addition to the diagnostic criteria of

DSM-IV3 or ICD-104 this has been accomplished by the

release and actual development of the Autism Diagnostic

Interview-Revised (ADI-R),5 a parents or caregivers ques-

tionnaire, and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Sche-

dule-Generic (ADOS-G),6 a direct testing tool of the

patients’ current behavioural pattern. The prevalence for

autistic disorder representing the narrow phenotype is

0.1–0.3% and 0.3–0.6% for the broader ASDs.7 There has

been some concern about increased rates of ASD over time,

but due to refinement of diagnostic methodology and

ascertainment strategies during the last 20 years compar-

ison of prevalence rates reported are difficult to interpret.7

ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by mainly

genetic factors, based on the observation of much higher

concordance rates, considering cognitive deficits and social

abnormalities for a narrow or broad definition of the

phenotype, of 60–92% in monozygotic twins in contrast to

0–10% in dizygotic twins in a larger British twin study.8

The heritability from this study is estimated to be more

than 90%, but the influence of environmental factors for

the specific affected individual towards the ASD phenotype

may be still considerable. Several diagnosable medical

conditions show symptomatoloy of autism spectrum

disorders as well (eg fragile X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis

complex, neurofibromatosis). These cases account only for

o10% of patients with an autistic phenotype, while for the

majority of ‘idiopathic’ ASD the underlying genetic causes
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are unknown. It is a well-accepted hypothesis that several

susceptibility genes are interacting together with a com-

plex mode of inheritance leading to the typical pheno-

type(s) of the autism spectrum disorder. There may be at

least three to four genes involved9 but also up to 100 genes

have been discussed.10 Approximately four times more

males than females11 are affected pointing towards a

possible involvement of the sex chromosomes and im-

printing effects in the aetiology of the disorder, but no

specific genes have been conclusively implicated so far.

Rett syndrome showing mostly female cases has a separate

status within the group of ASD, because the genetic cause

of RTT has been uncovered by the identification of

mutations in the MECP2 gene located in Xq2812 in about

80% of cases. Recently some atypical cases of RTT showed

mutations in the CDKL5 gene (reviewed in Weaving

et al13). Hence, a major gene defect is disease causing in

the majority of RTT patients in contrast to the as yet

unidentified susceptibility genes in autistic disorder,

Asperger syndrome and CDD.

There are three main approaches to locate ASD suscept-

ibility genes: whole genome screens searching for linkage

in families with affected sibling pairs, gene association

studies including selective candidate gene analyses, and

cytogenetic studies revealing chromosomal abnormalities

in mostly rare cases to pinpoint possible genetic loci with

relevance for a broader spectrum of ASD patients. This

review will summarize the most relevant findings of the

last years with emphasis on those studies dealing mainly

with the more narrow phenotypes of autistic disorder

within the group of autism spectrum disorders. Specific

studies have been selected by criteria of supporting

findings of independent research groups towards different

candidate regions or candidate genes for ASD.

Whole-genome screens and fine mapping
approaches
The main goal of conducting whole-genome screens is to

define regions with putative susceptibility genes for ASD

for further fine mapping by association studies and

consecutive detailed candidate gene screening. The study

design is based on usage of families with multiple affected

members, typically affected sibling pairs but also affected

relative pairs. A whole set of 300–400 polymorphic markers

evenly distributed over all chromosomes is genotyped

within the families. Increased allele sharing with disease

status of the affected family members is expressed after

statistical analysis as a maximum multipoint logarithm of

the odds (lod) score (MLS) value indicative of a putative

susceptibility region. Fine-mapping by family-based associa-

tion testing for alleles in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with

the susceptibility variant is now standard in most of the

recent studies to circumvent population stratification bias.

Association methods have the advantage of being more

powerful than linkage methods at a certain locus by

detecting genes of weaker effect.14

Since the first published whole-genome screen in 199815

another eight genome-wide screens for autistic disorder

have been conducted including families residing in Europe

and/or North America.16–23 Most of the screens used

independent samples, but some have been also over-

lapping depending on the availability of central collections

to multiple investigators. Furthermore, follow-up whole-

genome screens have been performed by three investiga-

tion centres after successively increasing the sample size

and adding more markers in the regions of interest from

the first screens.24–27 There have been suggestive linkage

findings with an MLS 41 for 19 of the autosomal

chromosomes and the X chromosome (Figure 1) suggesting

the presence of genetic heterogeneity between studies.

Only two studies reached a genomewide significance level

above the threshold of MLS 3.6 at marker D2S2188 on

2q31.1 with MLS 4.824 and at marker D3S3037 on

3q26.32.22 Several other regions of interest have emerged

in more than one study, including regions on chromo-

somes 1p, 5q, 7q, 15q, 16p, 17q, 19p and Xq. The other loci

are either unique or may represent false positives. The

variable results between studies are certainly also a matter

of sample heterogeneity by inclusion of patients with a

variety of classification schemes. Despite using the stan-

dardized diagnostic interviews, studies differ by incorpor-

ating sibling pairs only with the diagnosis autistic disorder

or also Asperger syndrome and PDD-NOS. In addition,

population differences may play a role on the background

of evolutionary development of marker profiles in ethni-

cally distinct surroundings.

Two of the most interesting regions with frequent and

strong evidence of linkage between studies are located on

chromosomes 2q and 7q (Table 1), but remain still broad

with 25 cM (centimorgan) and 60 cM, respectively. Fine-

mapping linkage screening of the 2q and 7q regions

especially under consideration of the endophenotype for

Figure 1 Whole genome screen linkage findings for autism
spectrum disorders. The peak linkage findings from nine indepen-
dent15 – 23 and four follow-up studies24 –27 are illustrated. MLS,
maximum multipoint lod score.
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delayed onset of speech resulted in further support through

suggestive linkage findings in several studies.27,28 –31

Attempts to locate specific candidate genes within these

chromosomal regions resulted in positive association

findings of the mitochondrial aspartate/glutamate carrier

SLC25A1232 and CMYA3 genes,33 respectively, in 2q24–

q33, but negative findings are reported from an indepen-

dent autism family sample.34 Ambiguous results are also

known from analyses of the reelin (RELN) gene in the

chromosome 7q22 linkage region and being a factor

influencing neuronal migration in brain development.

Positive association for a 50UTR triplet repeat polymorph-

ism35,36 and different SNPs37,38 could not be replicated

otherwise.39–42 The low frequency of four different missense

changes identified in a sample of 315 ASD families40 cannot

account for the relatively strong linkage findings in 7q. Post-

mortem brain studies still suggest a role of the Reelin

protein in the brain causing structural and cognitive deficits

in autistic disorder.43 Interestingly, the gene engrailed 2

(EN2) in 7q36 with impact on cerebellar development

showed positive association of intronic single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) in two independent family data

sets.44 Additional proof of relevance for the ASD phenotype

remains to be shown for all of these candidate genes in

independent autism samples.

Sex and parent of origin linkage modelling suggested

possible sex-limited effects of the susceptibility loci on 7q,

15q and 16p, but no such effect for loci on chromosomes 2

and 9.45 In the same study parent-of-origin effects could be

shown by maternal IBD sharing on chromsome 7q and 9p

and paternal IBD sharing on 7q. A different study

identified a male-specific linkage peak of MLS 4.3 at

17q11.46 The gender-specific analyses and results raise the

possibility of sex-specific genetic factors potentially influ-

Table 1 Published whole-genome screen results and fine mapping linkage studies on chromosomes 2q and 7q with lod
score 41 ordered according to position on chromosome

Chromosomal
band Position (cM)a Position (Mbp)b

Number of
affected sibling
pairs Resultsc Research group

Year of
publication Reference

2q31.1 175 172 49 ‘narrow’
definition

HLOD 2.99 Buxbaum 2001 19

2q31.1 176 173 140 MMHLS 2.11 Ramoz 2004 32
2q31.1 181 175 152 total MMLS 3.74 IMGSACd 2001 24
2q31.1 181 175 127 ‘strict’

definition
MMLS 4.80 IMGSACd 2001 24

2q32.1 183 183 95 total HLOD 1.96 Buxbaum 2001 19
2q33.1 199 201 99 MLS 1.30 Shaoe 2002 21
2q33.1 199 201 82 MMLS 1.12 Shaoe 2002 31

199 201 45 ‘PSD’f

definition
MLS 2.86 Shaoe 2002 31

7q21.2 104 91 75 MMLS/het 2.20 CLSA 1999 18
7q21.2 104 91 75 language

phenotype
MMLS/het 2.10 Bradfordg 2001 30

7q22.1 112 100 152 MMLS 3.20 IMGSACd 2001 24
112 100 153 MMLS 3.37 IMGSACd 2001 29

7q31.1 123 111 110 MMHLS 1.02 Liu 2001 20
7q31.33 129 124 76 MMLS 1.77 Ashley-Koch 1999 28
7q32.1 135 135 87 MLS 2.53 IMGSAC 1998 15
7q34 145 138 99 MLS 1.66 Shaoh 2002 21
7q35 156 143 123 ‘WORD’

definitioni
NPL-Z 2.98 Alarconj 2002 25

7q35 156 143 298 ‘WORD’
definitioni

NPL-Z 2.05 Alarconk 2005 27

7q36.1 165 151 160 MMHLS 2.13 Liu 2001 20

aPosition of markers in Marshfield map taken from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/.
bPosition of markers on chromosomes taken from UCSC Human (Homo sapiens) Genome Browser Gateway (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/
hgGateway) using the May 2004 release of the human genome sequence.
cHLOD: heterogeneity lod score; MLS: maximum lod score; MMHLS: multipoint maximum heterogeneity lod score; MMLS: multipoint maximum lod
score; MMLS/het: maximum multipoint heterogeneity lod score; NPL-Z: non-parametric lod score-Z.
dFollow-up study of IMGSAC15 with increased sample-size.
eIndependent data sets.
fPSD: phrase speech delay.
gSame sample as CLSA.18
hFollow-up study of Ashley-Koch et al.28
iWORD: ADI-R item A12, age at first word.
jSame sample as Liu et al.20
kFollow-up study of Alarcon et al25 with increased sample-size.
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enced by hormone levels at the sex-limited loci and a

role of imprinted gene(s) at the parent-of-origin loci, a

finding which needs further evaluation in extended

family samples.

Using trait subsets of the autism patient samples with

specific phenotype characteristics attempt to decrease

sample heterogeneity. Several linkage findings by means

of endophenotypes are currently known: (1) Families with

obsessive-compulsive behaviour showed suggestive linkage

in 1q24.2,47 and support for previously identified linkage

loci on 6q14.316 and 19p13.15,16,20 (2) The factor ‘devel-

opmental milestones’ lead to evidence for the suscept-

ibility loci 17q11.2 and 19p1348 replicating in part other

17q11 regional findings.46 (3) A sample of 34 affected sib

pairs with a history of developmental regression was

analysed and the regions 21q21.1 and 7q36.149 have been

found, the latter supporting a previous linkage finding at

165 cM on 7q from one of the whole genome-screens20

(Table 1). (4) Application of the statistical method of

ordered-subset analysis (OSA) using the factor ‘insistence of

sameness’ from the repetitive-stereotyped patterns domain

of the ADI-R as covariate50 identified positive linkage in the

15q11–q13 region, a chromosomal region known to be the

most common site of chromosomal abnormalities in this

disorder.51 (5) Screening for savant skills only lead to

contradictory positive and negative linkage findings for

15q11–q13, respectively.52,53 Altogether, besides the pro-

mising outcome of the approaches by integrating catego-

rical phenotypic measures all studies are lacking larger

numbers of cases and the validity of the results remain to

be elucidated in further replication studies.

Recently, a genomewide scan using 17 Finnish families

with a strict diagnosis of Asperger syndrome observed

positive linkage findings in a two-stage approach on

chromosomal regions 1q21–q22, 3p14–24 and 13q31–

q33.54 The first two loci are replicative findings of

previously published autism susceptibility regions. The

loci on 1q and 13q overlap with reported schizophrenia

susceptibility loci. These results underline the possibility

that certain broader genome regions contain susceptibility

genes for several distinct neuropsychiatric disorders, some

of them may be shared justifying additional analyses.

Chromosomal abnormalities in autism spectrum
disorder
Chromosomal abnormalities detected by cytogenetic as-

says are of major aid to locate relevant genes for any

monogenic or polygenic disease. A number of such visible

breakpoints, translocations, duplications and deletions

have been reported for predominantly individual cases of

ASD spreading over all chromosomes as was extensively

reviewed recently.51,55 At this point no direct correlation

could be made towards a genomic region inheriting a

susceptibility gene for autism. However, integration of data

from linkage analyses and reports of chromosomal

abnormalities are useful to narrow down genomic regions

of interest for fine mapping of susceptibility genes.

The chromosomal region 15q11–q13 has gained much

attention due to frequent reports of duplications of mainly

maternal origin.51 The region of interest hosts a cluster of

g-amino butyric acid (GABAA) receptor subunit genes

(GABRB3, GABRA5 and GABRG3). Any malfunction of

these genes may have implications for the inhibition of

excitatory neural pathways as well as during early brain

development and therefore pathological for autism. A

couple of linkage and association studies reported limited

evidence for involvement of the GABAA receptors, where

the most common positive linkage finding was within the

GABRB3 gene.56–60

One other region of interest has been the subtelomeric

region of 2q37 with a higher frequency of deletions in

comparison to other chromosomal areas.61–63 Detailed

analysis of a larger patient sample for variants in the

CENTG2 gene revealed a limited number of autism specific

non-synonymous variants but no evidence for linkage

disequilibrium.64 Therefore, the involvement of other

genes in the 2q37 region should be considered. Technology

developments such as matrix-based comparative genomic

hybridisation (m-CGH)65 and representational oligo-

nucleotide microarray analysis66 will allow to pinpoint

autism-related genomic loci by screening of larger patient

samples for much smaller duplication or deletion regions

in the future. It remains to disentangle whether identified

genomic imbalances are truly involved with the disease or

represent large-scale copy number polymorphisms in the

human genome.67,68

Candidate gene screening
Different criteria make a gene or genetic locus eligible for

association studies or further screening for variants or

mutations. The gene or gene product (i) is thought to be of

relevance for behaviour in humans, (ii) belongs to a

neurodevelopmental pathway in the brain by expression

in foetal brain tissues, (iii) has been implicated through

studies of animal models, (iv) has been identified through a

chromosomal abnormality, and (v) has been located

positionally by linkage studies.

Over the last decade manifold candidate studies have

been conducted following up on potential susceptibility

loci in ASD. The majority of them did not reveal a clear

picture of either positive association at a certain gene or

genomic locus or identification of disease-relevant varia-

tions or mutations by comparison of individual studies.

This might be the result of allelic heterogeneity, sample

heterogeneity, small samples sizes or ethnically distinct

backgrounds. More than 100 functional or positional

candidate genes have been tested directly but lacking

conclusive evidence of involvement in ASD. It is impos-
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sible to review all studies here, however, examples of two

genes should demonstrate the worldwide efforts and

remaining difficulty to discover their role in ASD.

Genes involved in the physiological pathway of seroto-

nin are strong candidates for autism as serotonin serves as a

neurotransmitter in the brain responsible for a couple of

cognitive functions. Hyperserotonemia has been reported

in autism leaving the serotonin transporter (SLC6A4 or

5-HTT) gene responsible for serotonin reuptake at the

presynaptic membrane of neurons as primary target of

extensive investigations. The results of the numerous

studies are inconsistent reporting either association of

different alleles of the functional promoter polymorphism

5-HTTLPR (short or long allele) involved in gene expression

or no evidence for association (reviewed in Devlin et al69).

The finding that the recently identified single nucleotide

polymorphism (SNP) rs25531 with its A variant in the long

allele of 5-HTTLPR sequence is responsible for the high

5-HTT mRNA level may explain the ambiguous results of

previous association studies with the need of more detailed

genotyping in the future.70 Other SNPs in 5-HTT show

strong transmission disequilibrium with autism.71 Positive

linkage findings from genome screens at the 17q11.2–q12

locus24,26,48 spot this gene locus as well. Extensive variant

screening identified several rare coding (eg Gly56Ala) and

non-coding variants in 5-HTT with a strong correlation to

the endophenotype of rigid-compulsive behaviour.72 To-

gether with the report of another rare functional coding

variant Ile425Leu in a sample of patients with complex

neuropsychiatric phenotypes (obsessive-compulsive disor-

der, Asperger syndrome, social phobia, anorexia nervosa,

tic disorder, alcohol and other substance abuse/depen-

dence)73 this demonstrates that allelic heterogeneity of

5-HTT potentially supports disease risk for related pheno-

types including autism.

Hints from linkage studies21,22 and reports from chro-

mosomal deletions in three autistic females74 lead to the

screening of the genes neuroligin 3 (NLGN3) at Xp22.3 and

4 (NLGN4) at Xq13. The neuroligins are cell-adhesion

proteins with important function in synaptogenesis during

brain development and in connection of pre- and post-

synaptic membranes. A frameshift mutation in NLGN4 and

a missense mutation in NLGN3 in two separate families

have been found75 leading to functional inactivation of

neuroligins.76 Another 2-base-pair deletion within NLGN4

was found in a large family segregating with X-linked

mental retardation including three males with ASD.77

Mutations in these neuroligin genes seem to be rather rare

events. Extensive screening of other large patient samples

only revealed four other missense mutations with ques-

tionable function in NLGN4,78 but otherwise negative

results have been reported.79–82 It remains to be shown

whether other genes with function in synaptogenesis and

which act together with the neuroligins are involved

in ASD.

Future directions
Through the last decade a lot of information has been

gained towards the identification of susceptibility genes for

autism spectrum disorders. The diagnostic criteria for ASD

have been refined to facilitate detailed analyses including

endophenotypes together with knowledge from systematic

molecular genetic screening approaches, such as whole

genome screens, association studies and candidate gene

screenings. Despite much progress the final definition of

susceptibility genes underlying ASD is still a challenge for

the future. The ultimate goal is to define a series of genetic

variants to be responsible for a specific symptomatology

within the whole spectrum of disabilities in ASD. To

accomplish this, technologies such as whole genome

association studies making use of high throughput geno-

typing methods are promising to support the identification

of disease genes for complex disorders keeping in mind

problems with multiple testing, study design, definition of

intermediate phenotypes and interaction between poly-

morphisms.83 The International HapMap Project deter-

mines the common patterns of DNA sequence variants in

the human genome, the degree of association between

them in terms of strong linkage disequilibrium, known as

haplotype blocks, and gains insights into structural varia-

tion and recombination.84 This information is needed

to integrate disease relevant variants with knowledge

of common population variants for the autism projects

as well.

Since 2003 a large-scale, collaborative genetics research

project, the Autism Genome Project (AGP), initiated

by the National Alliance for Autism Research (NAAR) and

the National Institute of Health, has been started to focus

on the genetics of autism and includes the world leading

autism consortia (http://www.naar.org/news/pdfs/agp1a.

pdf,85). The project includes more than 1500 multiplex

families, which are used within a whole-genome screen

utilizing both SNP array and microsatellite technology.

Regions of interest from this meta-analyis will be further

fine-mapped and sequenced to evaluate the exact nucleo-

tides giving rise to predisposition for ASD. Alternative

much more emphasis should be put into gene function

and pathway analyses to understand the development

of brain structures and their function in cognitive pro-

cessing. From this knowledge it may be possible to

develop therapeutic targets for drug treatments but

much important also screening diagnostics that would

allow for early intervention with behavioural therapies of

individuals inheriting risk factors for autism spectrum

disorders.
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